
 

 

Independent Strategic Advisory Board Meeting  

Friday 12th July 2019 10.00 am 

Normanby Gateway, Scunthorpe, DN15 9YG 

 

Minutes of Meeting

Present:
Carol Lightburn (CL) 
David Wall (DW) 
Michael Pinnock (MP)   
Helen Grimwood (HG) 
Carrie Butler (CB)  

       
      
  
 

 
 
 
 

No. Agenda Item Action by 

1. Apologies for absence 

No apologies  

 

 

2. Minutes and Matters arising from last meeting  

Minutes agreed as an accurate record. 

Actions from last meeting completed.  

 

 

3. Annual report  

 

Overview of HW Annual report 2017-2018. (presentation)  

CB talked in depth about each case study in the report and 
explained about the HWE awards process this year. The team 
have entered themselves for two awards. The first one being for 
the Festival of wellbeing in the category of ‘giving people the 
information they need’. The second award entered was the 
success of the long term plan engagement work, which was 
entered into the category of ‘helping more people to have their 
say’. CB explained that the case studies for each award are 
included in the annual report and have to be worded in such a 
way to ensure they meet all of the criteria for the HWE award.  

 

It was noted that the team had had a successful year and the 
annual report reflected this, and the team were congratulated 
for their work. CB explained that it was important that the 

 



 

Annual Report was not the same as the other areas and the 
team had tried really hard to localise it. 

4. Developments since the last meeting  

a. Long term plan – update themes and next steps  

The NHS Long Term Plan engagement work concluded with the 
team achieving 799 survey responses which was the highest 
number in the country. CB explained the different steps taken 
by the team to increase engagement, and commented on the 
fact that just over a quarter of respondents were under the age 
of 25.  

Two focus groups were held in April to listen to the views of 
people who have experienced cancer services and general NHS 
services locally. The focus groups were a success with 18 people 
in attendance.  

CB explained that the coordinating Healthwatch (HWERY) had 
now produced a report which highlighted the main themes from 
the engagement work and this had just been published. CB 
agreed to share this with the board.  

Themes form he engagement included:  

• People wanted access to the treatment they need when 
the want it.  

• People want to stay in their home for as long as possible.  

• People want to be able to speak to their doctor wherever 
they are.  

Wider circulation of the report was being delayed due to the 
annual report being published at the same time. CB also 
explained that there had been requests from the local CCG and 
LA to produce a North Lincs version of the report – highlighting 
NL issues only. CB is also keen to have a NL version, and will try 
to complete before the end of Q2. 

b. Staffing  

Unfortunately the role of Volunteer Coordinator needed to be 
re-appointed as Louise Parkin resigned after Easter. The post 
has now been filled again and the team are positive that the 
new Volunteer Coordinator, Laura Wilson will be an excellent 
asset to the team.  

c. Healthwatch ‘Hub’ 

At the beginning of June, the Reception desk in the Ironstone 
Centre was turned into the Healthwatch ‘Hub’. The purpose of 
the hub is to have a permanent, regular public facing base from 
which to operate. Volunteers are present at the hub three 
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mornings a week to direct service users to the correct 
department / area and raise awareness of the work of 
Healthwatch.  

Since opening the hub HWNL have recruited 4 more volunteers. 
CB explained that there have been some issues relating to the 
use of the public toilets and lack of reception for community 
services. Issues have been raised and have been taken to the 
Out of Hospital Transformation Board as the current use of the 
Ironstone centre is being reviewed. CB explained that although 
there are issues, HWNL are ideally placed to be able to improve 
patient experience. MP queried if the volunteers had received 
any training to be able to do this. CB explained that a training 
session was held for all interested volunteers. The volunteers 
were involved in the planning and development of the HUB and 
have been made aware of their responsibilities.  Volunteers are 
now being given the opportunity to take an online volunteer 
passport course which covers modules in equality and diversity, 
safeguarding, customer service and data protection which is 
provided by the NHS.   

CL queried GDPR compliance of active volunteers, specifically 
what mechanisms are in place to ensure that the record keeping 
of volunteers is in line with data protection laws. CB explained 
that volunteers do not hold any personally identifiable 
information about anyone, including those spoken to on enter 
and view visits.  

d. Falls report – response from the LA and CCG  

The falls report was finally published in April following late 
responses from the CCG and the local authority. The responses 
were, however very positive. Some of the actions to be taken 
are:  

- Frail residents to be referred on admission for a frailty 
assessment.  

- The CCG and LA will co commission falls training.  
- The future refresh of the care home contract will include 

falls training as a mandatory requirement for all staff. 

MP questioned how the success of this will be measured. CB 
explained that rather than repeat all visits, a questionnaire will 
be sent to all Managers that took part in the visits (after a year) 
to ask about the number of falls to see if there had been any 
reduction.  
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5. Current work – access to dentistry for vulnerable groups 

a. Overview, progress and further planning (Presentation)   

CB gave a presentation about the current dental landscape and 

 

 



 

the barriers to access, particularly for the most vulnerable 
groups. CB also presented the project plan and explained the 
work so far.  

b. Discussion, further areas to consider  

MP suggested speaking to service users of the Forge Homeless 
Project and agreed to send contact over to CB.  

DW questioned why Looked after children are included in the 
Community Dental Criteria. CB not sure – but will try to find out. 

It was also queried where non-English individuals go and also to 
what point payment dictates where people go. 
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6. Access to Mental Health services post crisis  

CB explained that during the NHS Long Term Plan engagement, 
the issue of mental health support post crisis and during crisis 
was frequently mentioned.  

CB has spoken to Chloe Nicholson at the CCG who has said the 
crisis pathway is currently being looked at. 
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ISAB membership  

The low numbers on the board has become an issue following 
the resignation of Karen Cowen and the lack of attendance 
Martin Hopley. 

It was raised that MH should be written to advising him we are 
to assume he no longer wishes to sit on the ISAB, but to extend 
the invitation for him to re-join at a later date if he wishes. 
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8.  Any other business  

MP and CL commented that there is a lot of positive work going 
on within the team and lots of innovative ideas.  

 

 9.  Date and Times of Next Meeting: 

Friday 11th October 2019 

 

 


